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INTâRLABORAïORY COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES FOR K3ASU3IKG

LUNG BURDENS OF LOW ENERGY PHOTON EMITTERS*

D. Newton, Frances A. Fry"*, B.T. Taylor, M.C. Eagle and
E.C. Sharma^

Environmental and Medical Sciences Division, Atonic Energy
Research. Establishment, Harv/ell, Oxon, U.K.

ABSTRACT

An iaterlaboratory exercise has been conducted to assess tech-

niques of detection and calibration in the direct ssasuresent of lung

contacination with plutonium and other nudidss emitting only low*»

energy xrays. Three volunteers, of s~all, intermediate and large

103
physique, inhaled ar. aerosol incorporating ?&, a 20-keV x-ray

emitter, and visited 13 other laboratories in the ÏÏK, Europe and

North America. Participants in the exercise were asked to estinate

each subject's lung content, using their procedures for assessing

burdens of plutonium, and their estiaates were compared with values

derived independently frca neasureEents of Cr, also incorporated

in the inhaled particles, by gacœa-ray epectroaetry» Laboratories*

calibration procedures were in most cases based on elaborate thorax

phantons, and these generally led to underestimates of .the subjects'

contents, in some instances by a factor of three or core; only one

•Work supported by the International Atomic Energy Agency.
(Research Contract 12Ô0/RB)

••Present address: National Radiological Protection Board, Harwell,
Oxon.

'"IAEA Fellow, on attachment from Bhabha Atoric Research Centre,
Bombay, India.
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such laboratory produced estimates in satisfactory agreement with

the independently-known values. The "phoswich" detectors, employed

by most participants, appeared to ba more sensitive than gas counters.

If a standard configuration were required, offering the highest

sensitivity in most situations, the choice would bé a pair of 12-cm

diameter phoswich detectors viewing th-3 left and right anterior

surfaces of the upper thorax. No improvement in sensitivity would

result froa increasing the size, although larger units nay offer

other advantages.

INTRODUCTION

Two fundamental difficulties complicate ths assessment of -^Pu

in lungs by external counting of low energy x rays (Table 1). In

both cases they result from the severe attenuation which these

radiations undergo within the lungs and in their passage through the

chest walls at 1? keV, for example, the half-value thickness in

muscle is only -v 6 ma. One of the ensuing problems is in the

provision of equipoent sufficiently sensitive to detect the weak

^oîTc 'râyŝ êsca"piag""froS~thî=r:b"ôdy, even" when ïsôre than' the

maxicma persissible lung burden (16 nCi) is present. The other

difficulty is one of calibration. The relationship to be assuaed,

in translating a recorded count-rate into an esti-.ate of internally

deposited plutonium, depends on a number of factors, many of them

indeterminate and/or peculiar to an individual subject, e.g. the

pattern of distribution of the activity within the lungs and the

nature and thickness of the soft tissues of the chest wall.

Similar problems arise, to a greater or lesser extent, in estimating

lung burdens of several other trancuranic nuclides»

t h i n r.flwhtfr is: n a œ r V . 3 J:;O(Î OU ••> -i.--?.ir.>-ih1 r- tV.vn-.j.-,i-ri i-r



:! of ci-'tcction r-v.3 calibration in
5XO

a-r.ps.sraent of ^'Pu

in vivo

Large area proportional counters (Lano't; Tao9; Ka6$!; 1V?O; Sh72)

or thin scintillation detectors (Lau68; Is69» Sw70b; C373a; Ga??a),

often with elaborate anticoincidence arrangements for background

reduction, have been developed for these purposes. The performances

quoted for these instruments suggest that the best of them ore

capsble of detecting lung burdens of less than 16 nCi in subjects of

average physique.

For calibration, most laboratories have relied on phantoms

varying in their complexity and anatomical accuracy and containing

in almost every case a uniform distribution of plutonium in their

"lungs" (Sp6*f; Bou6S; Is69; Wa70; Sw76), Presupposing that a

phantom is realistic in its design and in the attenuation

properties of its naterials, one must adjust the calibration derived

in this way to catsr for the large majority of subjects whose

dimensions do not conform closely.to those of the phantom, and these

adjustments are most coaaonly based on estimates of the subject's

As an alternative to a phantoa for calibration, some limited use of

cadavers has been reported (Ehô1*; Buô9) but apart from its obvious

disadvantages, this approach shares one of the major defects of

methods employing phantoms, via assumptions must be made concerning

the distri* *ion of activity within the lungs, and these may not

be realistic.

A third possibility, which in principle offers many advantages,

is to adopt an "in vivo" calibration method (Ta65; Ru68; Ne71;

Ne72; Ra72; Sh76). Aerosols emitting x rays of suitable energies

best fii-t.i.-.fi the ('.•. S-a of r ig , 2 w:io not :..;,.,nific;::it, r.r-vdictit ;•. .->



are inhaled! by volunteers selected to represent a variety of ph;yf;i:jus3,

with the aim of estnblishing correlations between, tho calibration

factor (i.e. response per unit activity present in the lungs) and a

simple physical parameter such as weight/height ratio or chest wall

thickness, for use in the interpretation of epectra from contaminated

subjects. Because attenuation coefficients for x rays vary rcarkedly

with energy in the 13 to 23-keV region (Table 1), one would employ

ideally a nuclide whose x-ray spectrum was similar, in the energies

and in the relative intensities of its components, to that of the

uranium L x rays which follow the decay of Pu. On this criterion

both 255Pa (3ou67; K*71) and 2 3 7Pu (Ra?2) are suitable, but in other

233

respects both have serious disadvantages. The use of Pa, a beta-

emitter of half-lif= 27 days, involves more than a trivial radiation

dose to the lungs, if it is administered in sufficient quantities to

permit calibration stadias over a lengthy period. y Pu (half-life 45

days) decays by electron capture, and is principle could be administered

in microcurie quantities without subjecting volunteers to unacceptable
237

radiation doses. In practice problems arise in producing Pu free
f XtT&~ lungs"—~~~

substantially. ?a and Pu share an additional disadvantage :

the emission of abundant radiation (K x and gamma rays) in the 60 to

120-keV region. Particularly vhen phoswich detectors are used, these

quanta give rise to an intense low-energy continuua, on which the

L x-ray contributions are superimposed, and this complicates inter-

pretation of the spectra.

The "in vivo" technique which has been employed in most cali-

bration studies at Harwell (Bu68; Ne?2) employs 5-uif polystyrene

microspheres, incorporating the nuclides ^Pd (half-life 17.0 days)

&



and •* Cr (27-5 clays) in known relative

decaying by electron capture, eraitu the K x rays of rhodiu~., whose

principal (K ) energy of 20.2 keV coincides with one of those in the

uranium L x-ray spectrum (Table 1). The "* Cr label, emitting gaisna

rays at 323 keV, enables the retention of the particles, and hence

103
the Pd content of the subject's lungsat a giv̂ ii stage, to be

derived using largely established rcothods of bo:iy radioactivity

measurement. The amount of J Cr in the inhaloc1 mixture can be chosen

so that it is easily detected by these methods, but is not so large

that its scattered quanta interfere seriously vith measurements of

103
the x rays from the Pd. Experience has shown that leaching of

activity froia the particles in vivo is negligible and that, after an

early rapid clearance of material deposited in the ciliated regions,

elimination from the lungs is a slow process (biological half-life

*. 100 days; Boo6?). For acceptable levels of radiation dose to the

lungs — 65 mrem per jiCi ^Pd deposited in those regions from which

clearance is slow (Sn?5), and 13 mresi/p.Ci for Cr (Sn7^) — invest-

igations -are possible for a period of several nonths. A disadvantage

of ""'Pt! as à~sTfiiiilàtcr Scr "-"'Pu is that only the 20.2-keV component

of the uranium L x-ray spectrum is reproduced in its enissiens.

239
Thus, in deriving a calibration factor for- Pu in vivo, assumptions

have to be made concerning the contributions from the 13«6- and

17«2~keV x rays relative to that from the 20.2-keV component.

A further adjustment, to allow for the effect of the 22.8-keV K^

x rays from Pd, is also required. Uncertainties in the energy-

dependence of attenuation within the subject (Ne78'o)limit the accuracy

with which these adjustments can be made.



The interlaboratory coCT-.rison r-nd its objectives

Calibration studies involving the administration of radioactivity

to volunteers absorb a substantial technical effort and entail a

sctall radiation dose to the subject» Consequently there is a strong

case for increasing the yield of an experiment by making its subjects

available for investigation at more than one laboratory. A study of

reports in the literature, and enquiries made cœong laboratories

whose methods were unpublished) suggested that it would be particularly-

useful to circulate subjects containing known amounts of a low-energy

photon emitter among a number of institutes equipped for the assess-

ment of plutoniu-n in vivo. The techniques of calibration which we

encountered in this preliminary survey all differed, in some important

respect, and it seesed inevitable that the assessments of different

laboratories investigating the same subject contaminated with plut-

oniun would cover a wi~~ range. These differences in calibration,

also prevented a realistic comparison of the sensitivites offered by

different equipment and techniques of detection. Indeed, it appeared

likely that, in some ins tances where two laboratories made conflicting

-^lasas=for;i^ié'Êiîiûiaar^t1tviLTy~dê^ëst"âolé witnessërTfïaTly" similar

equipment, the discrepancies reflected differing assumptions about

the effects of attenuation within the body.

Accordingly, during 19?2, as an extension of calibration studies

carried out at Harwell using the *Pd/*1Cr technique, the three

subjects involved, representing individuals of small, intermediate

and large physique, were made available for investigations elsewhere,

with the following objectives:

(i) to compare, on a comuon realistic basis, the sensitivities

of various detectors and methods for the assessment of low-



energy photon eraitbers in lungs»

(ii) to evaluate the calibration techniques employed by

participants, or, in cases where no established technique

existed, to provide, within the limitations Eentioned

above, data on calibration and on its variation with body

size, for use in the assessment of internal contaaination.

(iii) to enable each laboratory to investigate other factors

relevant to its procedures, such as the optimum po itioning

of its detectors relative to the subject.

Participatir,? laboratory -]s_

Fourteen organisations participated in the project:

Aktiebolaget Atcp.energi, Studsvik, Sweden.

Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois, USA.

Atomic Energy Establishment, Winfrith, UK.

Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, UK.

Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France.

Centro di Studi Kucleari, Casaccia, Italy.

Dow Chemical Co. (Hocky Flats Division), Colorado, USA.

Laboratoire du Service Medical du Travail du CSA» Kontrouge,
France.

Lawrence Liveraore Laboratory, California, USA.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, New Mexico, USA.

Mound Laboratory, Ohio, USA.

Hew ïork University Medical Center, USA.

Radiation Protection Bureau, Départaient of National Health
and Welfare, Ottawa, Canada.

- 7



MïrKCDi EMPLOïEi) IV. TIIS

An exercise entailing visits by our three subjects to 13 other

laboratories would inevitably extend over many weeks, during which

reduction of the inhaled activities would occur through radioactive

decay and biological clearance. Consequently, in planning the

organisation and experimental details we had to take into account a

number of factors and requirements:

(i) Each subject would be at the disposal cf individual

laboratories for only 1-2 days, and so ideally sufficient

Pd activity should be present in his lungs to enable

each laboratory to nake a large number of investigations

in this short time. This, together with the need that,

for our own purposeaat Harwell, the activity should

remain easily detectable ia two of the subjects for three

months or longer, indicated that preferably several

microcuries of each nuclide should be deposited in those

regions of the lungs from which clearance was slow,

(ii) The retention of the radioactive particles would need to

s i E r « B t E n t 3 - c r f ~ - t h ^

intervals before, during and preferably also after the

prograraaes of visits to other laboratories, with the same

detector and nethod employed on each occasion. From

interpolated estimates of the Cr and the known radio-

active composition of the inhaled mixture, the Pd

content of each subject at the time of his visit to each

of the other laboratories coula be deduced on a common

basis.

- 8 -



(iii) During the course of tho exorcise it would he n'jce;seary to

monitor the flux of x rays at the surface of the chest

for any' changes v/hich could not be attributed to radio-

active decay and particle clearances.- For example, it was

conceivable that attenuation of the x rays within tho

lungs might be affected by some char.se in the distribution

of the particles» This monitoring would entail, for each

subject, measur-eirsnts with the same x-ray detector at

intervals during the experiment, to provide a basis for

any necessary adjustments before the data of different

laboratories were compared.

Generation of the aerosol and adnir.'lstration to volunteers

A monodisperse aerosol of 5-V-a polystyrene particles,

incorporating the activities Cr and Fd, was generated by a

spinning disc technique as previously described (Boo6?î Su6S). A

suspension of these particles in ethanol was atomised with air at the

top of a column 76 cm tall. The cloud was mixed with diluting air so

that the.liquid evaporated and at the base of the coiuan the aerosol

'̂ consisted "oT~5r5!~pâF pomt'oae iîôrizdntâi sice-arËT

terminated in a nouthpiece, while a second tube enabled part of the

aerosol to be drawn through a filter for sampling purposes;

particles not taking either of these routes passed to waste via a

third outlet. The equipment was essentially the same as that

described in more detail elsewhere (H071).

Three subjects (Table 2) inhaled the aerosol through the mouth-

piece. A "normal" breathing pattern (one which the subject found

natural and comfortable in a resting state, i.e. tidal volume -v, 0.5

litres) was maintained. As we had found previously (Ne?2)jthe

- 9 -
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proportion of the retained activity vhich was deposited in fcbe

ciliated regions, and was thus subject to early rapid cleai'ance, was

largely unpredictable. A series of exposures, extending over two

days, was necessary in order to achieve; the required amount of

activity deposited iv those regions from which clearance vas clow

(biological haDf-lire ~ 100 d.nys; Booo?). Filter ramples of the

aerosols administered to each subject were obtained as indicated

above, and these were measured by the methods of .«scintillation count-

ing to be described, in order to establish the ^Pd/ Cr ratio in

the inhaled particles.

Organisation of the project» and supporting radioactivity ceFSur•>:.*enL?

The Cr content of each subject's chest was measured periodically

at Harwell until 5-8 days after intake, to ensure that clearance of

those particles deposited in the ciliated regions was coaplete, and

to define the early part of the long-tera clearance pattern (Fig. 1);

Beveral measurements of x-ray emission fron the chest were also made.

Experimental details are given below. At this point two of the

subjects (EN and KFB) were made available for three weeks to permit

spent 10 days visiting establishments in Europe and elsewhere in the

UK. After these visits the subjects returned to Harwell for several

days, during which further assessments of their Cr contents and

x-ray emissions were made. They then left to complete their pro-

grammes of visits in Europe (EN and KFB) and in It. America (JS). On

their subsequent return to Harwell, it was possible to resume these

measurements on Subjects DN and KFB. Laboratories had each of the

three subjects at their disposal for at least one day, and the

programme was so arranged as to give each organisation access to at

- 10 -
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10-î
least one subject before radio.'jctivo decyy of the T d night

prejudice accomplishment of the agreed objectives? in practice, all

laboratories found that the x-ray emissions from each of the three

subjects were fully adequate for their purposes.

To ensure that all laboratories worked to coxaon standards of

activity, each was supplied with sources of Pd and Cr, deposited

on filter papsr which was sealed between tiiin sheet? of polyvinyl

chloride. The x- and gara:na-rfty emissions of these sources had been

recorded at Harwell, by methods to be described below.

51,

51

Estimation of Retained J Cr

The serial measurements of vlCr at Harwell were made inside a

10-CE thick lead shield (In?O) using a sodium iodide crystal,

23-cn~dia. J: 15-ca-thick, to record the 323-keV gaixma rays. With the

subject in a supine position, two measurements were made on each

occasion. For one of these, the detector was positioned 2? cm below

the bed, under the aid-point of the subject's sternum, while during

the other œeasureEent'the crystal occupied a corresponding position

over the chest, k7 ca above the bed» She arithmetic mean of the two

results was used to estinate his Cr contest; this Bean response

would not be materially affected by any changes in the distribution

of particles in the lungs during the period of study, which might

otherwise distort the observed retention pattern. For calibration

purposes, a chest phantom was employed constructed of hardbbard I

(similar to "Presdwood") containing cavities filled with compressed

foam rubber to represent lung tissue. The effect of a distributed

source was simulated by measuring a point source of Cr in numerous

positions inside the "lungs". Differences in detection efficiency

- 11 -



b-j tv:en subjects and phantom were r.'.j. ni viced b« r^cordi:^: V-".

over a wide energy range (4O-'fi5 koV), rather than in a region

restricted to the photoelectric peak at J>2J> keV. Corrections for

these différences, which were due primarily to différences in

attenuation, were applied when necessary, bascui on. the ratio of

count-rates in the peak and forward scatter regions of the subject's

spectrum, compared with the: aame ratio recorded from the phantom.

In addition, the other laboratories were auk-.d to make their own

51
assessments of Cr in tha subjects. Their methods included fixed

sodium iodide crystals (generally 20 cm r. 10 cm or larger) viewing

both anterior and posterior surfaces of the chest, similar to the

method adopted at Harwell; fixed detectors viewing the anterior

6urfnces only (chair technique, or crystals in contact with the

thorax); whole-body scanning of the supir.e subject; arc techniques

(radius 1.0 or 1.5 metres); and use of <i J+7T-liquid scintillation

counter. Calibration procedures included the use of chest phantoms

51

containing "lungs"incorporating Cr, as at Harwell; whole-body

phantocs containing1activity widely dispersed; measurements of point

iLĤ t"gsJ:i> to allow for' the
effects of attenuation and differences in geoaetry; asd tha use of

data from other subjects containing Cr inhaled under controlled

conditions, or other isotopes administered by various routes.

Corrections were generally, although not invariably, made to allow

for differences in attenuation between subject and phantom, the most

common approach being based on considerations of spectral shape.

Monitoring Subjects' X-Ray Emissions at Harwell

Measurements of x-ray emission from the thorax were made at



intervals before, during and, in two subject;.», after th^ir

of visits to other laboratories. A summary of the experimental details

may be found in Table 'f.

Measurement and Standardisation of Sources

Measurements of x- and gamma-ray emissions of all sources

employed in these studies, including the filter samples of the

inhaled particles and sources provided for other laboratories, were

cade with a 15-cn-diameter x 9-cm-thick Nal(Tl) detector at a distance

51

of hh cm. For our purposes it was not necessary to knov; the Cr

activities accurately in absolute terms, provided estimates of the

subjects' Cr contents E^de at Harwell and elsewhere were expressed

relative to the nominal activity of a filter sample or of £ source
51

supplied by us. A calibration factor for ' Cr was however known for

this sourie-detsotor arrangement, with an estimated accuracy of ̂  5

per cent, and, as a laatter of convenience, the Cr activities quoted

in thi3 report will be expressed in microcuries on that basis.

Calibration of the Nal(Tl) detector for *Pd, with an estimated

accuracy of ̂  2 per cent, was accomplished by counting a source

provided for us by the Lawrence Liversore Laboratory. This source had

been standardised by comparing its x-ray emission with photon emissions fron

absolute standards of Am, Cs and "Co, using both GeLi and SiLi

detectors. Other laboratories receiving similar sources froa

Liverraore generally reported agreement with the quoted activity to

within i 3 per cent (An?1*).

103
Since all -Td sources employed in this work were standardised

by x-ray counting, activities will be expressed in terms of photon

output rather than as microcuries. This will avoid ambiguities which

- 13 -



t:i"ht other..'i: ? occur because of discr^pancios in publis'r.c-'i e

of x-ray abundance for Pd (Ke?Sa).

ESTIMATES OF 10;5Pd IN VIVO FROM KEASUHEK2KÏS OF 51Cr IK LUi.'GS

Substantial fractions of the inhaled particles were cleared from

the upper airways and ciliated regions during the first tv:o days

after intake, as in previous cxpericsnts (Ne72). Ihis early

clearance is of no relevance in the present context, and we are

concerned solely with the subsequent pattern of. retention.

Data oa the long-term retention of the particles and their

associated radioactivity are summarised in Table 3» and illustrated

in Fig. 1 in the case of Subject DN. In this figure, the plotted

points indicate Harwell's estimates of the Cr content, from which

an initial value of 2.50 pCi and an effective half-life of 25,7 +. 0.2

51days say be deduced. Corrected for radioactive decay of the Cr

label, this represents a biological half-life of S'tO days,

indicating the rate at which the polystyrene particles were cleared

from the lungs (dashed lina in Fig. 1). If we coabine this value

with the 17.0-day physical half-life of ^?d, an effective half-

life of 16.2 days for this nuclide is indicated, and this enables

the subject's x-ray emission at any tics during the experiment to be

deduced (dotted line in Fig. 1), given the measured ratio of the two

nuclides in the inhaled aerosol.

In point of fact, the estimates of x-ray emission given in the

final column of Table 3 were derived on a slightly amended basis

which took into account the estimates of retained "cr supplied by

other laboratories, as well as our own. Additional estimates of the

51
initial Cr content were obtained by adjusting each laboratory's

assessment, according to the effective half-lives in Table 3. The

two other l-bwKtori-;, while cor.iirrur̂  th:: reduced v-:-.- nnis^,^



moan of all such values for each subject in included in Table; 3 with

its standard error and the ran ye of individual values, wnich '"';>5

51

considerable. The methods employed for estimating Cr were

cummnriood in a previous section, and Dome were manifestly wore

satisfactory than others. We have been unable to formulate

defensible criteria on which to calculate a weighted r:ean of these

data, and we have therefore based our calculations of x-ray emission
51in the subjects on the simple arithcetic c:ean Cr contents in

Table J>.

Error estimates given in the final colur.r» of Table 3 take into

account (i) a quoted uncertainty of +_ 2 per cent in the activity of

the ""Pd which we received frosi Livernore for standardisation

purposes (An?*O, (ii) the standard error? of the nean estimates of

Cr in. vivo given in Table 3 ar.d (iii) additional uncertainties of

*_ 6 and _+ J5 par cent applying to Subjects DN and KFB respectively.

In these two subjects there were doubts about whether the composition

of activity on filter samples relating to small fractions of the

inhaled aerosol was representative of the caterial deposited in the

STABILirf OF X-HAY DETECTION EFFICIENCIES

X-ray detection efficiencies, observed at Harwell for Subjects

DN and KF3, are shown plotted against tiss in Fig. 2, expressed in

effect as recorded count-rate per unit activity of Pd remaining

in the lungs at the tiae of measurement. For both subjects,

neighbouring values shown an appreciable scatter which nay be

attributed largely to difficulties in reproducing the subject-

detector geometry precisely on these occasions. In the case of KFB

- 15 -



this scatter is r.upcri'.r)."A".-iri OP. a MOliceablo (V.v;ivr->rd tr.. ••.'; v;hcn r>

least-squarcHsaalysis of the data vos parforra.'d, v;îth a linear

relationship with time ac.uimed, the lower of the two linos in Fig. 2

vas obtained, predicting a reduction of 13 per cent in the efficiency

betv/oen days h and 55» ï'iiis déclins is satisfactorily explained by

changes in the subject's weight, which increased by *» kg during the

experiment. A correlation of the recorded efficiencies with body

weight is shown in Fig. 3» and a function of tho form

C(W/H) = 0(0.50) exp F-a (Viï - 0^3)j (i)

wac fitted to these data by least squares. In initiation 1, C( '/H) is

the counting efficiency (in counts/photon) for a given value of the

ratio Weight/Height (in kg/cm), and a plot of the calculated function

is included in Fig. 3. ïhe best-fitting values for the two parameters

were:

C(0.50) = (2.^0_+ 0.12) x 10~5 counts/photon.

a = 8.0 +_ 3,1 cn/kg

Previous data (Huc8), correlating calibration factors for ?d with

W

/H in seven subjects ranging in weight froa 61 to 107 kg» were

ŝû je-ated̂ -tp.. tha_ssl?â---r:-â->è'lpi _D.f~analysis,_ aad^the^^esult^ — ^——

a = 8.2 + 1,3 ca/kg

was obtained, similar to the estimate given above. Thus it would

eeem reasonable to assuae* that the decline in detection efficiency

for KF3 was due entirely to his increasing body weight. Equation 1,

with C(0.50) = 2.^0 x 10~5 and a = 8.0, was used to adjust the data

for KFB in Fig. 2 for these changes. Least-squares analysis then

indicated a change of 0 +_ 5 per cent in the adjusted efficiencies

between days k and 55.
For Subject DH, the slightly negative slope of the straight line



best fitt.ir.fî the ci.-, ta of ïiz- 2 W:J:? not .••- i/.r.ific;!!it. f-.r-vciictii ;. >•<

reduction in efficiency of '+,7 ±_ '»»J5 per o;::t botwo.j;; doys h ;v:d Zrj.

During the experiment, values of this subject's weight recorder; at

Harwell varied only within the range 60.9 - 62.0 kg, in a seemingly

random wanner.

Thus, in Subjects DN and KFB, there vaa no evidence of any

important changes in x-ray enir.aion froM the body such as night

result frora a change in the distribution of particles within the lungs,

or from the preferential leaching of either nuclide fror, the poly-

styrene. The data for JR do not extend beyond day 17 and are

insufficient to per~it such conclusions, but there is no reason to

suspect that the particles would have behaved differently in hin.

No systematic variations in his body weight occurred during the

interlaboratcry exercise.

RESULTS OF INTEHLA30HAÎOHY COMPARISON

Following their measurements or. the three subjects, which took

place between October and December, 1972, laboratories provided us

with a suscsary of their methods and findings for inclusion in this

paper» and several ha---e in addition reported independently oa their

experience in the project (Hu73, C17Jb, An7o, To7o).

A provisional report, based on a preliainary analysis of

incomplete data, was prepared in 197^ and subsequently issued by the

IAEA (Ne76). Many of the statements and data in that account have

been amended in the preparation of this paper, following revisions

to or clarification of the material originally submitted to us. In

some instances, however, there remain ambiguities in the interpretation

of participants' reports which we have been unable to resolve

satisfactorily. For this reason, and also in response to specific

requests from some laboratories for anonymity — on entirely legitinate
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do — we have not, except in thj IV-.SG of n.i:-;.'L-ll, divvi^:d the

origin of each laboratory's results. Instead, we have adopted a

system jf code letters to refer to participants.

103
Detectian_e.f_fiffigtu-ic-B and sensitivities for, VA in.lunrs

Each laboratory was aaked to measure the response fror.ï tV.j

x rays, employing as far as possible the equip:.r-nt and techniques

which it used, or would envisage using should ths need aris;:, to

estimate internal contamination with plutonium. Most laboratories

used two detectors, and with one exception (Lab K) the counter(s)

viewed the anterior surfaces of the thorax. Details of these detectors,

their arrangement relative to the thorax, and the response per unit

activity, E, for each subject, are included in Tables k, 5 and 6.

Each value of E vas derived by dividing a laboratory's observed

cour.t-rate, after certain adjustments, by the contemporary x-ray

emissior.-rate calculated from the data of Tab2 " 3« Sor.e laboratories

provided details of investigations made by more than one cethod, and

these additional data have been included in cases whether they are

useful in illustrating points made in the text.

Phoswich Detectors

These data are susaarised in Tables k and 5» Laboratories

specified a variety of energy ranges in reporting their count-rates,

and the basis on which these had been selected was not always clear.

In soaie instances the chosen band extended up to only 25 keV, and

this choice was probably in*:onded to optimise the sensitivity for

detecting plutonium. However, it would impair somewhat the

efficiency for measuring Pd, in view of the poor energy resolution

of phoswich detectors and the presence of K radiation at 23.8 keV.

- 18 -



The percentages of the total pe<ik area falling in the specified ratines

10"7'
were efitimatcd by reference to spectra of ''Pd in vivo supplied by

the laboratory concerned, or by another employing detectors of

similar size and supposedly similar energy resolution, and these

percentages apps'ir, in parentheses after the energy ranges, in

Table k. According to these percentages, the reported coun.t-ra.tes

were adjusted before th-3 value:» of S were calculated, so that in

each case the latter reflect the approximate full peak response and

enable more valid comparisons to be made between the data of different

laboratories. Laboratories contributing the data in Table 5

reported full peak count-rates and here no adjustment was needed.

A further source of instrumental variation affecting the results

concerned the efficiency of pulse shape discrimination (?3D) circuits

in admitting signals resulting froa x-ray interactions in the NaT(Tl)

decent of a phoswich. Laboratories providing this information

(C, E and G) reported efficiencies in ths range 90-95 per cent,

and we have assuaed this to apply to all laboratories except Harwell,

where at the tirse of these experiments, the efficiency was known to

3e_onlviJBo_psr__ces.t_fcr .tjie _x_rav_s__eœitted_by Pd» The parfornance

of our equipment has since been improved, and at 90 per cent the

PSD efficiency is now typical of that applying elsewhere.

Consequently, in calculating values of E for the Harwell counter,
i

an additional cultiplying factor of 90/80 has been applied to ths

observed count-rates.

The data for 1CF3 from all laboratories have been further

adjusted to take account of the increase in x-ray attenuation which

occurred in this subject during the experiment (Figs. 2 and 3).

A normalising factor, derived frosi ths linear function fitted to the

- 19 -



data il: >'ij> 2, wr> applied no thnr. thp v.i'Uica of V. .show th-.; e. r .-jted

result, h-id the jr.: apurements of all laboratories br.-!j.i made on c!r.y '+5,

when the subject's weight was ~ 90 kg.

One of our i..-portant objectives was to compare the performances

of phoav/ich détectera of various sizes, and in varions configurations

relative to the body, in terme of some figure of merit for sensitivity

in detecting Pd in lungs. Provided the pattern of :-:-r?y emission

from the various regions of the chest is not strongly er.ergy-depsr.der.t

in the 17- to 20- keV region, these relative performances should broadly

cpeaking apply in the assessment of plutor.ian in vivo. A quantity

commonly employed as a figure of merit in comparing low level counters

is S / B , where S is the detector count-rate contributed by a reference

source and 3 is the background response of the detector. In the

present context» B would include effects arising from the body's

influence on the ambient radiation field and also from scattered quanta

'tO 137

from natural K and fall-out Cs in vivo, as well as the intrinsic

counter background. For sufficiently weak samples, giving a count^rate

C « B , S /B is inversely proportional to the total counting time,spent

in_jjfi.teymni:r.g ÇÇtB)__and. g^fhica^is negjesaarv—to _acMpve-a-giyen ... -

percentage statistical precision in C(LO51)« In the routine monitoring

of workers for the presence of plutonium in vivo, the condition C « B will

generally be met. Of course, in experimentally comparing S /B for

different counters with a reference source, we do not need to make

S«B;since the ratio of count-rates 3./S_ for two detectors functioning

correctly will be independent of source strength. Thus for these

purposes our subjects, for whom S » 3 , may be regarded as suitable

reference sources. To allow for the reduction of activity in their lungs

between their visits to the various laboratories, through radioactive

- 20 -
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decay CÏK; biological elimination, we imy employ a fî -uro of r.srit !•;,

based on the values of efficiency £ in Tables h arid 5» instead of on

the observed count-rates S, i.e.

M = E2/B (2)

However M is unsuited to our purposes, since the background 3 will

depend on factors which in thia study varied from laboratory to

laboratory, such as the nature end thickness of materials employed for

shielding. To make the desired comparison, a means must be found of

eliminating these variables. Consequently, vo have assumed that the

background response (as v/e have defined it absve) would, inside a

given shield, be proportional to the surface area of a phoswich, and

we shall employ, as a figure of merit,

F = E2/Area (3)

The background would also be influenced to some extent by the

thickness of scintillator employed to detect x rays, which varied

among laboratories from 0.5 to *+.O ram. However, throughout most of

this range the efficiency for 20-keV radiation would not be materially

affected by these differences, and F can be used to indicate how the-

sensitivities of detectors of a given thickness are affected by the

crystal diameter and by their geometrical arrangement relative to

the subject. Values of F are included in Tables *f and 5.

The entries in Table h for Labs A-E relate to essentially

similar pairs of phoswiches, of ~ 12 cm diameter, yet there were

large differences in their detection efficiencies E for a given

subject. In particular,Lab A reported values which v/ere very much

lower than for any of the others, in all three subjects, despite

having imposed on them a posture which ought to have increased E

(seebelow); possibly over-rigorous criteria in this laboratory's PSD

to everestir-t».' them. Lriborntorio:, '.r.-vo \'o\\\-.'-:^t to ;• : . . ;:>. rrr,'V



circuit:: impaired thy detection efficiency. Vhe variations in £ for

Labs B-2 (with the subjects adopting the sane arms-besido-torso roaturo)

probably reflect differences in what was nominally a very similar

geometry., since sosie laboratories found the response to depend

critically on the position and orientation of the detector. Overall,

howevor, the performances of Labs B-E did not vary widely, and certainly

there wan among them no laboratory which returned values of l\ which

were higher or lower than thoue of the others in all three subjects.

With the exception of Lab A, the same is true of all of the laboratories

in Table h when the figure of merit F is considered. On this criterion

the largar detectors of Lab For of Harwell appear to offer no advantage.

From the data for Harwell in Tables '+ and 5» we rcay deduce that

a single 19-crn dia. detector, centrally placed over the upper thorax,

would on the whole be two-thirds as sensitive as a system employing

two of these phoswiches. It would also in general be less sensitive

than the two-phoswich systems of Labs B-E, despite having a surface

area some 25 per cent larger. The four-phoswich arrangement

investigated by Lab H (Table 5) was relatively insensitive for the

detectors would have been relatively small. If just two of these

10-cm diameter detectors have been employed, viewing only the upper

parts of the thorax, the sensitivity would in all probability have been

similar to those of the 12-cm units of Labs B-S.

Proportional Counters

Six laboratories reported measurements with gas-filled

proportional counters (Table 6). In three cases the commercially

available CPX 18O detector was employed, while the other three used

- 22 -
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ci's of their own design and com;I;-action.

The figure of merit F, brjsed on surface area r.s an indux of

background response (Equation j), which was adopted to compare the

sensitivities of phoswich detectors* cannot be applied to proportional

counters. For phoswich detectors E can be assumed for our purposes to

be independent of the thickness of the I!al(Tl) sci;-.: illator, but with

proportional counters both £ and the background './ill depend strongly

on the nature and depth of tho filling gas* Consequently our data

do not enable us to deduce quantitatively how the sensitivities of

different counters and procedures would compare if they were employed

inside a given shield. However, some general conclusions on the

relative performances of phoswiches and gas counters are possible.

If the figure of merit M (Equation 2) is adopted, the Ar/CH.

counter (Ta69) at Harwell can be shown from the data in Table 6 to

be somewhat more sensitive than the other gas counters. Data (ln?O)

on the background response of thick Nal(Tl) detectors at these

laboratories suggest that the differences in M are not related primarily

to differences in room shielding. For Subject JR, the data for Harwell

in Table 6 indicate

M = 9»1 x 10" (counts/photon) /epm

By contrast, for two 19-cin phoswiches in the same shield (background

*+7 cpm in range 10-32 keV, including contributions from K and Cs

in the subject), we have for Subject JR (Table *0, in the same units

H = 1.8 x 10~7

Thus, on this criterion the most sensitive of the gas counters was 2.0

times less sensitive than Harwell's tv/o-phoswich system, which in i t s

performance was fairly typical of the systems included in Table k*

- 23 -
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The comparison was somewhat lesc- favourable to the proportional countor

for the other two subjects, and the average ratio of sensitivities

for all three was 2.^. The values of M can of course be influenced

by changes in the energy bands for which data are given in Sable 't and

6; if these bands were adjusted to optimise M for each detector, the

assessment would improve further in favour of the phoswich. These

conclusions relate of course to detection of the P.O.2- and 22.8-keV

10?
photons from Pd. For the lower energy components (13.6 and 17.2 keV)

239
in the spectrum from Pu, the intrinsic efficiency of the gas counter

is greater, while that of the phosv/ich is essentially unchanged.

23°
Consequently, for the detection of 'Pu in lungs, the better proportional

counters may compare more closely in sensitivity with phoswich detectors

than our data have suggested. Indeed, in certain instances where their

much superior energy resolution is useful in minimising interference

from other low energy photon emitters, gas counters may prove to be

the more sensitive instruments.

Emission of x rays fro*- the surface of the thorax

Several participants took advantage of the easily detectable

x-ray emissions from the subjects to study the possibilities of

employing detectors in alternative, or additional positions which

might result in higher sensitivity than was available with established

practices. The results were generally disappointing; their findings



are au-araai-iood belo», together wi th otn?r relevant oV.aorvalio:':- rnde

in the oourno of these investigations.

Anterior Surfaces

In most cases these studies involved n series of reasurenients

with a single detector, most corccionly a 12-cm diameter phoswich,

occupying various positions in contact with the chest. Harwell and

also Labs D and G found that at all levels on the thorax, and in all

subjects, a higher response was obtained fro» the right half of the

chest compared with that from a corresponding position on the left

side; the results of Lib G, which reported increases of Wi (EN'),

26/o (JK) and 59^ (KI3) on transferring a detector from the upper

left regions of the thorax to a sirailar position over the right

lung, were typical. A lower response is of course anticipated from

the left side because of the presence of tha heart. However,

another laboratory (Ka?5) made a more detailed study, using a

103

collimated detector to record both the 20-keV x rays frosa Pd.and

the 323-keV gaatsa rays from Cr emitted by Subjects JH and KFB.

It concluded that a difference in response between right and left

sides 'was slso found in regions anatoaically superior to the heart,

and that in these regions it arose from a larger deposition of activity

in the right lung, perhaps because of its greater size, rather than

from increased attenuation on the left side.

The highest response in all three subjects was recorded with,

detectors mounted high on the thorax, i.e. in the positions

employed (Table h) by Labs A-F. In this region the response of

smaller detectors (15 ca diameter or less) was often reported to

depend critically on position and orientation, especially for the

- 25 -
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oc'i. of the subjects (DÏJ). 'ïhis is evident in the results of

Table h for Lab F, showing that a moveasn'c of only 3 era produced a

change in. the response approaching a factor of two, and sifflilar

effects wore reported by Lab C for this subject. Lab D reported

that, in one instance, simply removing the detector fro.n Subject KF3

o;'d replacing it in v;hat was believed to be an identical position

increased the count-rate by 62%.

The response of the 19-cm diameter detector system studied at

Harwell (Table h) could certainly be influenced by substantial

changes of orientation, but to a considerably smaller extent than was

found vith. smaller units, and for a given geometry E could be

reproduced satisfactorily. In Table k, the adjusted value of

8.20 x 10 counts/photon for Subject EX was calculated fross the

mean of eight observations between days *t and 79 after intake, which

showed a standard deviation of only +_ 5.2 per cent. Similarly, for

Subject KF3, the standard deviation of the 10 values ia Fig. 3 about

the fitted line was +_ 6.3 per cent.

At many laboratories, measurements were cade with the subject

ing tM;~> r!O.g.tt'rs5. (i) in a 'normal' s'Jcir.e positionnée, vith

the arms resting beside the torso and (ii) in a modified position

with the arcs raised and folded so that the hands rested under the

head. Most laboratories reported a substantially increased response_

for the modified posture, and this can be seen in the data for

Harwell and for Lab D in Tables k and 5. The effect is at least

partly associated with a redistribution of the surface tissues of

the thorax (Ne72).

Lab C made serial measurements covering a period of -v JO minutes

using the arrangement referred to in Table h, and reported for n

- 26 -



throe .s\ibj(:ct.i a projjroji.tivo reduction in ro:-:roii3<î o f 1:"!...-;;•...'„ P e r i

of this could be explained by the increase in the distance between

euhject and dotector, associated with changes in the shatjo of the

thorax in a supine subjsct. However, reposiiicr.lns the datectoro to

restore the separation to its original value did not fully restore

tue initial efficiency, nu^geatinn that inter;,-'! réarrangeants of

organs and tissues may have affected attenuation snd/or geometry.

A related eatter raay be the observation at Karw*ll that the reapor.se

from Subject DS, during a psriod of breath-holding following deep

inspiration, was 7 ^ greater than during a period of sustained

deflation. For Subject JR a similar effect (6Çv.- increase) was

observed. Ko data vere available for KJ3.

Posterior Sui'faces

Several labsratori-îs explored the possibility of increasing tha

overall response using additional counters viewing the rear of the

thorax. The results were not encouraging. Froo measurements

reported by Lab G it appeared that a pair of 12.5'<:!!' diameter

behind the thorai: would give 72S& (D?J), 73^ (JH) and 8^' (KF3) of the

response of siailar counters positioned for Eaxinua sensitivity over

the anterior surfaces of the upper thorax. However, to achieve

this result it was necessary for the subject to flex his shoulders

so as to maximise the separation of the scapulae, and this would be

incompatible with the posture required to maxiaise x-ray emission

from the frontal surfaces. Lab G's findings were substantially

confirmed by investigations at Harwell, both with the present three

subjects and during previous experiments (Ne72). On the other hand,



two other Î boontori-j:;, while ccniirnln^ th:.- reduced x~"v* c:.iis£.-\I_"J

from the posterior surfaces of Subjects BN a»id JK, reported that ths

response for Sv.bject K'/B, using 12-ca diameter detectors viewing tho

back of the upper thorax, vas hO,C (Lab C) and $6% (Lab D) birher

than from corresponding location:; 0:1 the fro;ital surfaces (the

positions described in Table k). It seened thr.t the erdusion fro:;i

the posterior surfaces v/as highly non-uniforras and whiDc localised

regions night exist in. which the flux viould exceed that froa the

frontal surfaces of the upper thorax, predicting the location of

these areas in an individual would bo exceedingly difficult;»

Lateral Surfaces

Two laboratories (2? and G) investigated the value of additional

12.7-cci diameter phoswiches, one viewing sach of the laternl surfaces;

their data showed that, except for the srnailest subject, the extra

pair would add less than J50 per cent to the efficiency of two such

detectors viewing the frontal aspects, so that the sensitivity of the

'̂ envisaged conbination of four would be poorer.

right armpit a core efficient location, than a central position over

the sterr.ua for all three subjects (Table 6), and if only one

detector is available regards this as a preferred procedure.

Estimates of 105?d in lungs

Prior to receiving the subjects, laboratories had been informed

of the approximate Pd content of each, relative to that of the

source provided by Harwell, based on our measurements of Cr

retention during the first few days after intake. They were asked to

make independent estimates of each subject's content from their

recorded x-ray count-rates, employing as far as possible their

- 28 -



fistaoli.v.hod calibration methods, but u.v;ti ""'I'd sir; ;Litut.ed icr

plutonium. Soise laboratorijf; (1), F, H s.id L), either having no

formal co.T.ffiitrcenL to the s,'..i,fip.;::nent of 3o-.: energy /--ray ercittert-

in vivo or regarding the nwo^i'ronsent of r.saociated ''' Am as the r.ost

reliable method of eôtimatiîi;- plutonium in the lun;:,-, had not

developed any s'.jch technique.-:; they vciv- nevcrtbe i;1 .;; invited to

provide estimates on any ba;;i.-; available to them.

The methods of Mlibratic" adepied b-y c;-ch l^t.^-.itcry, iv:l \'luir

assessments of Pd in the rubjects, arc sv~;rariGed in Table ?;

additional details ir-.ty be found wi the App-vi-iix. The- estimates arc

103
expressed os a fraction P of the Pd activity at the time of

measurement, deduced from the initial value;; and effective half-lives

in Table 3« Thus, P represents, for each cubject, the ratio of s

laboratory's estimate, based on its raessuiviiiftnts of x-ray emission

51from the chest, to tbnt derived from the subject's Cr content and

the relative concentrations of the two nuclides in the inhaled aerosol.

Only two laboratories employed methods which did not involve

elaborate phantoms. Lab H, using a method of semi-empirical

higher energy, produced values of P all substantially greater than 1,

although for individual subjects the excess was within, or comparable

with, the large uncertainty quoted. The reason was possibly that,

with the assumed spherical, distributions of activity, the average

depth of deposition below the surface of the body was overectimated.

Lab L used correlations which in effect enpble one to predict the

attenuation of 20-keV x rays in the lungs and chest wall, and quoted

values of P all within ZOji of unity. In .as much as the correlations



{VviO) wure th-v^^lves rf-rivocl frorr. a;\i:\i-is (Kubu) in >.:)'.-:•:•. °'Pd

had boen inh;>V.;d by volunteers, Lab L'a .success, should p^jlnps be

regarded largely au a useful demonstration of essential consistency

between the roRulls of the- prosent <nnd previous investigations.

In calculating their «rstisntes of i'd i2_yivo, three

laboratories (0, K and H) each r.pplioc! o single calibration factor

to the count-r.itcs they obsorvcd frora all three subjects, on the

grounds that no established basis had been developed for adjusting

the results for difference:-: in atténuation, etc., between subjects

and phantom. The progressive reductions in their estimates of P for

the larger subjects consequently reflect similar trends eviùsr.t in

the values of E for these laboratories in Table 5 £ncî 6.

The other laboratories («-F, J and K) in Table 7 each adjusted

the recpor.se froa n phantom according to the subject's physique, in

order to derive an appropriate calibration factor. Except for Lab N's

phantom, these were Alderson products, in soae cases with modifications

to the manufacturer's design. Calibration with these proprietary

phantoss generally led to low values of F, in the range 0.2-0.7»

The major exception to this was Lab D (? between 1.3 and 1.7); there

is no wholly satisfactory explanation for this anomaly, but it nay be

consected with Lab D's statement that the structure of its phanton

had become distorted during storage. The strongly upward trend of

Lab J's values in the larger subjects is at least cartly explained

by the georaetrical factors outlined in a footnote to Table 6; these

would have had a minimum effect for Subject <J3, for whoa P was 0.62,

i.e. within the range 0.2-0.7 quoted above. The results shown for

Lab A are not wholly valid in this context. In deriving calibration

factors appropriate to Pd in our subjects, Lab A employed the



count-rate fro.;! _Ĵ _j'_u in i';;-. pltonto::1., ;.djujtud fcr (:l) di:T.!:\;-;ct-;3 i::

the x--ray abundance of the two nuclidj.3 and (ii) the estimated

transmission of'ilh K x ray:; through tho subject's cheat vail, relative

to that of U L x rays .through the chest wall of the phantom. There

was no allowance for the differential attenuation of the two x-ray

spectra within the lungs, and if it hrA beer. po.'.;\M.a to ta'-:L' this into

accounts the resulting values of P for Lab A would have been le-./ar.

ïhe estinates of Labs A-F «how no rarked or consistent tron.1

according to physique, suggesting that their procedures dr.act of them

entailing ultrasonic nsasurer.i-̂ nts of chest wall thickness) correctly

predicted the variability of the calibration factor between subjects,

but that their basic standards, i.e. the phantoms, were inappropriate.

It seers to us likely that the implied errors in calibration for

laboratories using those Aldercon phanto:.-:< arose

(i) because the phsr.toras viere constructed of Katerials vhich

were not closely tissue-equivalent at 20 keV, and/or

(ii) because they were not sufficiently realistic ar.atcnically

and/or

distribution of activity in the lungs was not justified.

Errors in allowing for attenuation within the cha^t wall» arising fron

the use of inappropriate materials, were probably not responsible for

major inaccuracies, except possibly in two cases. Labs F and J used

an Alderson 3ando phantom, incorporating a nominally muscle-equivalent

material as a substitute for the soft tissues; the mass attenuation

coefficient of this substitute at Î7*h keV is reported (Wh?^) to be

only 7&6 of that for real muscle, although in practice tho material

may be more suitable than this comparison would suggest, if the



pro:;".",::e o f atil:.- -.••; tisf.i;. Jr. rhfi c! ' •. '.'..il i:: !. '••.-n into ; .< c\ .it

(To?ii). In thu j\ld';rson '•'•-_[ j'-> "nd t^-"-'_^}_ yhantc;-. n.-c-d by L:.!.:; Â-K,

the "r.ot't tiasuf/;.." of the c-i.'.ut wall c: i.-jisted e.\ initially o [' v:;tcr,

a much more valid cubstitu+.c lor rcunc;ii.-v contained between ti;i:i

plastic shells, and moreover the proccrvir*::.! of thivf.- lutomtorir-s

(A, B RP.:1 C) wore ck-sif,ne.-\ i,o c:J iwi'.iat'.- i'j-rors ar:r.ii-/- from '-i\-.-

mismaiching (Appendix). A /.ere probabli- source cf error wai t}:<> 1130 of

an in'';ipropriatn ~i '-"i'T2wlil'fli<- •'" ^ n •'*•'•'•'- °^ *'10 /:^ ' •' 1"--r>

At Y/.h keV, the irrias attenuation coefficient for Alderson lu",;;

material is reported to be o::i.y 65% oi' thut for tho hus.in tii"."Ve (\.'.1?4)«

If a similar discrepancy is p.su'iffied to exist at 20 kr-V, one n«y predict,

by a method described elsewhere (Ne73b), t);n.t calibration with ouch

a phantom would over-estimate, by -v 50%, tho detection efficiency for

-Td unifornly distributed in the lungs. Thi.-s would lead to P -« 0.77,

if it were the only source of error. ïhc otbar factors, (li) and (iii)

above, may explain v/hy the actual values obtained with Alderson

phantoms were generally lovier than 0.77.

Of those laboratories employing phantoms, only Lab K produced

10^

laboratory used Pd-loaded ïen«l* foamed lungs inside its purpose-

built phantom. Temr*x is more similar to soft tissue in its mass

attenuation properties at 17 keV than were the substitutes employed

in other phantoms (Wh76).j lendinp support to our view that this

factor may have contributed to the errors in the estimates of Labs A,

B, C, E, F and J. However, a curious paradox appears in th^ data

supplied by Lab H. If the values in Table 7 were taken to imply that

its phantom was realistic in its geometrical arrangement and

'manufactured by James Girdler & Co. Ltd., London.
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attenu'.tir-n prop-''; tioô for 2J ;•."'.' ro.di.'.l'..-" ., trion c;\.- \; ' ! >: ••: . . ! i >

accuracy ;> V 17 keV to be comparable It '..';u-: therefiiVi; ;;ur"-i*3oi:.;;

that, frc-n its nuc-.su-emnts of """Pa and ^Pd in th- phnnto:n, Lab K

quoted calibration factors E fifind wiiich l'ore ly si-iilar

when expï.vôBed c-s counts par photon enitt^d in the l'ivcs. Fron the

data of Tr.'ble 1 one vould anticipate, in n typical cO.î ect of ?'«5 CK

cliost wall thickne-ss, i;ore then :\ factor cf two dilft;r?r.o-r; in tha

transmission through the chest «all of x raya from the two nudities,

and one would expect to find Ep, further ciihnncud rclativs to H,_

because of differential oslf-abfsorntion within the Jun^s. It wj be

noted that unresolved contradictions of this nature have err.err̂.-d in

previous work (3u69; 2r-70j Bu70).

Calibr"~io" factors ÎOT plutonium

Participants were invited to sugsest methods by which calibration

factors E,, for oluttr.iua inviyo might be derived fros their

observed values of JL,. (Tables k-G), Only a minority did so. One

laboratory (An7o) mads adjustments for tbe differences in attenuation

of the two spectra within the chest wall, and the resulting Values of

Ec- were son?.? 30 t>er cer.t lower than hsd been deduced from Esasurements

of plutonium in its Aldsrson phanton; differential attenuation within

the lungs, had it been possible to assess this reliably, would

presuisably have led to still lover values. A sinilar approach

suggested by Lab 3 leads to conclusions which are asuch the sarae when

applied to its data. Three advocated use of the concept of "effective

tissue thickness"(Ru69), or approaches which were fundamentally sirr.ilar,

and one of these laboratories (To76) has reported essentiel consistency

between the values of EL thus derived and calibration factors deduced

from a simple phantora containing plutonium. One laboratory developed



a theoretical model (Co7;>) to cotisât'.- th • relatx-^ ;•; I-.- r.v, ,.\ ô,., b;>':h

ir. the lungs and in the chest wall, ,of radiation fr;>r--. the two lifelines,

and this led to estimates of i>v which were lower by a factor of 3 than

thane suggested by its phantom. Its -predictions ve^c broadly con.-,intent

with those of another model developed for the saao purpose at Hawaii.

A description of the latter, and sose estimates of Ï'., derived on ..his

basis, may bs found elsewhere (Ke'/Sb). .

DISCUSSION

The evidence of Tables h~G su£,-asts that in rr.o.-'c Ei.viatior.n

relatively small phosvich détectera are trorc- useful ?n the asser.s"s?nt

of lov* energy x-ray emitters than are lar;--v aiva gss counters. In

addition to this advantage of sc-r.sitivity, tiia phoswich has the nerits

of being snore robust and, in our experience, less prone to occasional

instability in operation. Our survey has failed to identify or

suggest a detection procedure of greater sensitivity than the most

cosnr.or. arrangement of two 12-cra dia. phoswiches viewing the anterior

surfaces of the upper thorax. V/'s can see no advantage in the

addition of further dstootors viewing other thoracic regions, or in

the substitution of l=.r^er detectors, except that the response of the

latter cay be less strongly influenced by srr.sll changes in position

or orientation and that larger units are n-.ore versatile in their

application. They would bs -'tore useful, for example, than 12-cn! dia.

counters in the detection of 60-keV radiation from Aa which is

systemic, i.e. not confined to the relatively small volune of the

lungs.

The calibration techniques employed by participants .(Table 7)

showed a marked tendency to underestimate the subjects' Pd contents,

in some instances by more than a factor of 3 on average, rather than



to ovoreôtir'it'j their.. Iiiiborntorio:, '.''.ri? relu • '.:.>" t to :•'... • :':; m v :

estimates to their assessments» Oi the thrr-e (A, C and V.) which Oui,

two apparently underestimated the true error by a suust̂ 'Li ial car;;,"! ••;.

Estimates of the various uncertainties coiipli.;utii:,i; t!ie daber.-ninr.tJcri

oi" plutoniun in lungs have been givcm recently (Sw?6), awX the

propagated errora from fill sources effecting o-.'Lihratio:: amounted l.o

^ 80 p=r cent, for 95 V-v cent confidence li:.:'.'-:.-.. In several cases

(Table 7)» this also would appear to understa!-...- the actual error.

It should however be e'-.iphasizod that, while values of P in the

region of unity would provide an encouraging (;•?.though not wholly

incontrovertible) indication to a laboratory îbat its calibration

methods wars soundly based, a value appreciably different frcn this

ideal vould not iaply th-ît a laboratory's estimates for plutor:iu.T.

in lungs were necessarily incorrect to the sa.r.e extent. Scma of the

factors dotermi-ir-s the efficiency of detection will be eneir̂ y-

dependent (EC) and others will be relatively independent of photon

energy (El). The effects of attenuation within the lungs and in the

soft tissues of t'rv<? chest wall are strongly ED. Factors whose

from the detectors by bone, or by organs such as the heart which are

so thick that virtually no photons, whatever their energy in this

spectral region, can penetrate then. If a laboratory's procedures

reproduce the effects of the SI factors correctly, but not those of

103

ED factors, and consequently lead to estimates of Pd in lungs

which are in error (i.e. P ̂  1), then the errors in its estimates

of plutonium in lungs, by measurements of x rays which are more

severely attenuated, would presumably be greater. On the other hand,

if a laboratory's value of P reflects the combined or net effect of

- 35 -
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cx'.Tcct nnau-.jjiions repoï'dinn both '"0 a.-iti KI factors, *';? or; or in

its &'.;tiniate3 of plutonium in lungs coulri be either larger or smaller,

depending on the relative cir/JS of the tv-o types of error end on

whether they acted in the sarr.p or- in opposite din-étions. Thus, it is

conceivable, if somewhat unlikely, that SCPS of tbc- laboratories in

Tablo 7 would produce valuer of P close to 1 if lh;; oxporiri-nt could

be repeated using plutonium, through a fortuitore combination of error;:

239which were in balance for the x rays from Pu "cut not for the

emissions of "'Pd. Conversely, values of P clone to 1 for ' "'id do

not guarantee absolutely that a laboratory's calibration nathods are

valid at lower énergies.

Thus, the data of Table 7 are of lisitod relevance in th»

evaluation of calibration methods for plutoniua in lungs, and it

would obviously bs useful to psrforn an exercise of this kind

239

employing an x-ray esi^ter nsore similar to Pu in its energy

spectrum, if a suitable nuclide were available. Irrespective of

these reservations however, our survey has shown that laboratories

can differ by an order of magnitude in their assessments of lung
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Method; (1) A known amount ui "' JFu vi.r: incorpora led uniformly

into t:'.e ".lune;;" of a iterri! r'.yitom*. (2) The i\ t̂  otion

offjcli.':cy was iv..-;uïi:re<i wil'i cci'ntcrs •:-i-.:i'"oo rui. ' t ivo to the

phtiiiloni ns stat.cii in j'ablc ' i . (o) A ci'cvo w s co'ol.ructcd t>hoyiii:_;

the muauruà tr<;nr.:r'is.sion o'' ur:>niu:)i L >: rc-y.3 (i'ro::. a Hource of

"̂  Fu) through various thic:'.iic-r.,r,os of vo ter . ('0 By référença to

th is curvo, the r,;«rjsured tranrniission of U T, x rays through thf

chest va i l of tho r'nntom W?T-, c;roriiss^û ;?:; ,:r. -?!:-J:.\-'tent

t of v;ator» (5) Tn« aub.iict's chest WJIII fchiciinufjO t v;as
P s

measured by an ultruconic m-.ithou. (6) On l're assurait;.in that the

soft tir.iuos of the subject's cht-ot v/all weru water-cquivalent in

their attenuation properties, the detection efficiency measured in

step 2 wns adjusted according to the dii f-.-j ̂ iicc t ~ t , by referen
s p

to the curve produced in step 3; this gave a calibration factor E,,
239 u

for Pu in a subject with the sair.e t . (?) A curve was con-

structed showing tho measured transmission of Eh K x rays (from a
103

point source of jPd) through various thickzjenses of water; from

this curve and that from step 5» the relative transmission of the

two x-ray"spectra through a t'.ickness t^ of water was calculated.
Lrar.£>:.uuuion and"Coy "iTp ~"was'"c

U 103 23°
the relative x-ray abundances of Pà and Pu, to give the

calibration factor K.,, to be applied in assessing the subject's

°-̂ Pd content.

Kotes; (i) The subjects1 Pd contents v;ero expressed in absolute

terms (uCi), rather thiin by reference to the ^Pd source provided

*Phantotn thorax without bone structure, produced by Alderson

Resecirch Laboratorion, Inc., into v;hich a human rib cago, sternura,

etc. had subsequently been incorporated.



h-j :li-:\:- 1 ;.,. ï'.'ie v : j " - ; of P i:i •:.-v':t 7 C, •:'; for ii-\L." v.ilidiv,.

on tl:e til •- c .Lute at:. ;::'\ri;isatiori of the ''lu u-v.-d by the: laboratory,

rij'.d on tVii. of the ' '"Td in the [.:>.turo uU:ù')i.£,lcred to ti.o subjects

at Harwell -

(ii) The ;:/.'i.hod oi' en] eulatinf.; .:- fron — f-1'î.cwcd for c'iffcreril.ial

attenuation of the t\;o x-ray spectra in th:.- ch-'nt wnll only. If

di.f'forc':i'ual uttenu:;l" Lun withi.'i L!T: lungs c.)'•.•-: have 1.'.. • -i t:iken in'.o

ac<;ouiit, tne resultiri;'; v;.lucs of P would hir-i- b :C:;Î lo./or.

Ĵ cj-hod: (1) °^Pd, of known activity relativ.' io that of thn poinh

t-ource provided by î'arvoll, was incorporâtes' r: ; forraly ir.to the

"lungs" of a Kemab phantom. (2) The detect ifv; efficiuncj1 was

moacured with counters arranged relative to ihv phantom as stated in

Table h. Ci) The Pd-loaded lun;<;s were rt-sroved from th'.: }<^aatom,

and the transmission of their 20-23 keV x-rcy cnissions through

various thicJcnosseB of beefsteak ws;; csaw'.rîd. ('( ) In a oirnilar

way, the tr<')nsœission through beefsteak of 1J-20 keV x rays from

Pu-loaded lungs, and of 60-keV photons from Ara-loaded lungs,

was studied and a curve was constructed showing the ratio of measured

transmissions for these two radiations as a function of absorber

thickness. (5) From the measured response of the detectors to the
239 2*4-1

Pu-nnd Am-loaded lunr;r., first in air, and then m the phantom,

deduced, and by reference to the curve produced in step h, this

relative transmission was expressed as tho equivalent thickness t

of beefsteak. (6) The subject's chest wall thickness t V/DS

measured by ultrasonic methods. (7) The measured detection

efficiency (step 2) was adjusted according to the difference t -t ,

by reference to the transmission data for 20-23 keV x rays (step 'j)

Phantom thorax with huraan bone structure incorporated, manufactured

by Alderson Kesearch Laboratories Inc.



î'''l££im ( 0 :J-'iw mt't'1..-:: aVJovad -•.••: IV:- r ' ' i i v ; ; ; i n in (-.-. c : t a i r a i

e f f i c i e n c y , .-.JJ v s l l fi:; che inert-.r,. à y - ray •••! t 'Ti 'K' t icn, v i l h

incren.se in ches t wal l t h i c k n e s s .

( i i ) The c a î i b r a t i o r i s tu-"! if; s wi ;.h u 'Vd in t!,:; p)i;oito:r. v.vre under-

taken 3~lf- y:".;-";3 wfter the subject t; t-.--.
ne me.'irù-<-••<.:,, In c.ri!fv/iytion

of the v&lii-.s of P (Tab;s V), uni^i: ïii^d i n s t.ru T.. rît; i l eo:-.<iit ions

LAB C;

K̂ thjjis K.'Jv.entially t;,'; ;:.v::o aa Cor i--di 3, >:.•.• M. that ih? t-qui-

valnnt chest wall thickness t of the* uhantou vv -j based on tho
p

Eo'.sured transmission ti;ïJU.~H the; ciii-ct wall of x rays fru?.. its

Pd-loadod lungs, coT.y.reA with thtit through t.-. >fsteak.

IAB D

Method: (1) Pd, of known activity relative to that of the point

source provided by Harwell, was incorporaic-d uniformly into the lun;js

of a Ecniib phantom. (2) The detection efficiency vas nen&ured with

counters arranged relative to the phantom as stated in Table k,

(3) A point source of J Pu was counted inside one of the lung

cavities of the phantom, and also in free air at the same distance

from the detector; the ratio of the two count-rates gave the trans-

mission of U I, x rays throu-h the chest wall of the_r>hrvTtp?!»_ .

Cf) The percentage transmission from step 3 was expressed as an

equivalent thickness of overlying tissue t , by reference to measure-

ments of the transmission of U L x rays through various thicknesses

of beefsteak. (5) The subject's chest wall thickness t was

assumed to be the r.enn of values from ultrasonic measurements by

other laboratories (Table ?). (6) The detection efficiency for
103

Pd from step 2 was adjusted according to the difference t - t ,
s p

by reference to published data (Xnt 70) on the attenuation of low

energy photons in muscle.

Notes: (i) In estimating the subjects' ""Pd contents, the

calibration factor from step 6 was applied to the recorded count-

rates (Table k) with the subject adopting the arnis-behind-tht—head



(ii) Iblc (ii) ror JU.b B applivs.

(iii) '-i;i; structure of the r;;"u'.to>?. war; st-:(:od by i.:-:-. 0 to. li".x. o

becûne où:. I or ted dùi'Jn/

LAB "c"

Kcthoài (1/ "'i-'d, oi' Krcr..ii ;ictivi i.y relative to thv-. '••£ i'.io poi,;t

source provided b.,- ;i -.«ol] , v;.; incorrxuv.t.-.r', ir.ii • o:-:;iy into Li.t.-

of n i-hr"\t'jtt, (?) ïho ror.r5 • -,••• frrr- L'.un

viith tVio dotfcctorc :>'.'r\in,i;otl r.r-i si.,-iced in I'-r.bLc- 'f, •..•-..-. ,-jr;.sumod to

proviso tbe correct n.-libr.'itior. fnctor for • tubj-r-ct win?:;e r.:c-n

chest unll thickno.-;r: c was the came ;ÎS !;;•.; r"--a ch^Kt «fill t;.J.C:;--

ness t i or the phantom, both thicknesses b - ; IIR measured

ultra.sonically in th-.> rccioas viewed by the ôo

(J) The td-londcd lujigs v/ero removed iror the phonlon sad

mensurenants wore made of the counter rer.rO:;.'.:o from thoir 20 to

23-keV x~i'i;y emissions, with various thi<-;::."-̂ wes of ground beef

interposed bstv/eon the lunss and the detector. (4) Kir- calibration

factor from step 2 v/as adjusted according to the difference t - t ,
s p

by reference to the d-ita from stop 2»

Notes: Kotos (i) and (ii) for Lab B apply.

*10"?

t.ethodî (1) ''i'd, standardised independently of the point source

provided by Harwell, vrjs incorporated, approximately uniformly, into

the lungs of a R-ndo ph,?jiton. (2) The detection efficiency was

measured with the counters disposed relative to the phanton es

described for position 1 in Table k, and thin was assumed to provide

the correct calibration factor for a subject of the some chest

circumference (9? en) os the phantom. (3) A relationship between

detection efficiency and chest circumference was derived from

published data (Hc?2) for Pd, and this was used to adjust the

calibration factor from Step 2.



jvçvt̂ s: (i) ïho V/IL-V; ut v ('.' ... V' ri. . ..;•: :a- thrir Vilidiïy o

the accuruc; of Etaï'id;."cïi;:aLic;: ai" ''id b-;_h by Lab in uri by

(ii) The nothod was r.ot proro:;?<! l'or use in ',\m assef <:..vni: of

plutoniufi in lun;;a, .*;.'. nco dat.:i or +''-v attcr.;- '.-on of ';>'.* x rnys in

\n.vo (He?1, Ra?2) rre riuc." exb.-r.-..; v-v than for V.VJ eniUn-.-. dus of
1 0^d.

d: (1) A kuovm amount of ""'Pu was iuco:" :. orated «rjiformly

into t"ne lun^o of a 5i2i° phantom. (2) f.y.-;:'..••-a were recorded

with the hich-resolution proportioij'-1! couut'-r }-.;•:.itioued relative

to the phantom as stated in Table 6. (3) A calibration factor for

yd in the phantom was derived from the cbr;.rvod contributions in

the 20.2-koV peak from the Pu. CO The response of the detector

to the 60-keV photor.a from a source of AM vyrs recorded, both

without intervening absorber and with the ph;:ri':.o:r! thorax interposed;

the transmisoion through ttie phantom in the ponterior-antorior

direction wan thus deduced. (5) By reference to measurements of

the transmission of 60-keV photons through various thicknesses of

"plexiglass", the transmission from r>tep h was expressed as an

equivalent thickness t of plexiglass. (6) Step k was repsated

with the subject's thorax substituted for the phnntora, and his

transmission iras similarly expressed as an equivalent thickness t

of plexiglass. (7) 1'he attenuation of the x-ray emissions from

Pd in a thickness of tissue 0.5 (t - t ) was estimated, and
s p

this factor wan applied to the calibration from step 3» to give the

calibration factor for the subject.
Note: Note (i) for Lab A applies.

LAB L

Method; (1) Determination of an "effective tissue thickness" for

each subject by reference to published correlations of this quantity

witli weight, height and chest circumference (Ku69).



{?.) C ' Icrrninatii,.-. of an arr'-r-ir-.tior. co..JTicitnt i'or the x -.;.,•". J Y U F

''Pa in H an do tii:r,ue substitute. (.";) Cilculylioii of au rti'-nn--

tio:. factor froo. the results of ntepn 1 ,-.nd 2. ('•) "r.nsur-•. 'it in

air o [' the point source of id provided by H^ri'/i !., ut 10 c.'\ fro.n

the detector, with the resulting1; cali'y-Lion adju:t--d o.ccordi!;^ to

the fittenuation ifictor fros t.tep 3.

Note; L'-.'b L would li'i.-.s cclibr-.^tion foj1 ""i-u in 2".,•;.'•• on i.:c.:'-uro-

ment of J-u-loaded 'i'i-j fo\:;.:.d lun/rts "in ••mr.toi.io-i'L

coverr-d by overlyiu;; soft-tif;:;uo-equivn1 C-HL ribr.orVî -r .-nu-Tl in

thick.-,or;s to the subjif-ct 'r, "tltr̂ .'.oriic-jlly r.T;£;ur';d ch;.-nt wall

thickness. Approxiir.ate corrections would b<> ir.-.xae I'or the x-r.-iy

attenu-ition in the rib cage.

LAB M

Method; (1) Measurement of the response iVon a phantom, similar in
239

size to Subject DN and containing Pa-lorried sawdu&t as lung

substitute. (2) Determination of the thic'.:noss of v;ater, betv.'nen
239

a point source of Pu and the detector, which led to the same
239

counting efficiency as for Pu in the phantom. (3) Measurement of
103

the point source of Pd supplied by Harwell, through the thickness

of water found in step 2.

Notei No adjustments in the calibration factor were made according
239

to th? subject's physinue. For assessment of Pu in vivo, tho.?"
adjustments would be based on correlations in the literature (i?r.67).

LAB N

Method: (1) Measurement of the response from uniformly distributed

Pd, of known activity relative to that of the source provided by

Harwell, in the Ter.ex** foamed lungs of a chest phantom; the mean

thickness t of "soft tissue" (Lincolnshire Bolus, Li53) overlying

the hura-in rib cage of the phantom was known. (2) The mean soft

tissue thickness t overlying the subject's rib cage was estimated
s

Manufactured by Alderson Research Laboratories, Inc.
*'Manufactured by Jarv.es Girdler & Co. Ltd., London



froM corro.'.- l i o n s i " I---'* 1.i tr-rnt.-vr C.Î.-.6?). o ) The ;.f ,•••'.-.:: tio:-

of the x-i'-'.y cninsionr . frosi "';'.! i u a thic/.ii --.r, ( t o - L ) of ir-oi

tit" nue was :.:;t.l:::.-tod ,-i-<i the o l i i . r ' . l i o n f ' i c t c" fro:.- st'.-;.; 1 V:ÎJ!>

r:.odi fifed accord in j î ly .



r

v.i' ;•::;..TIG::

Footnote-:

* Relative intensities from neasuroments .ut Harwell eirîployinj.; a

300 mm" Si(Li) detector with a thin bor.vlli;m windov/, norir.alised

to assuniod total x-ray intensities of ;!.C;; for ï'u (Sv/7Ca) and

8ai for 10;5Pd (M.i?6).

** Total attenuation coefficient; values are based on calculations

by White (WPô), using published methods (V/h7'f), with the

elemental composition of muscle assumed to be s in
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22.8

1.67

2.33

0.55
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2.15

1.13

0.77
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B ? C'à710li:

Bïo:;;;r:uc UATA ÏOÀ st

Footnotes:

/ By ultrasonic methods; îr.ean of estimates by 6 laboratories.

* Kecordcd 2 years (DPI and KF3) and 5 years (JH) after the- inter-

laboratory exercise; figures in parentheses are typical values

for subject's age and height (Ba?1). FSV. is the volur.e of air

expolled in 1 sec with maximum effort; FVC is the

volume expolled oftar full inspiration.

** All subjects were male.
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OAT; ON D:>IX-.THO'A ÂU1) iAJ.Vj-T

Footnotes:

* Derived by fitting a single exponential function of tiir.o to the
51serial estimates of Cr in lungs, ucir.g the computer program

FATAL (Sa72). Error estimates are based on scatter about the
51fitte'd function, and those attached to the initial Cr contants

~ lio" riot 'ïïïcïuuc "sysce'r:iû.cic errors liiirociucea irf'the "caxiorution

procedure. V.'e are indebted to Dr. J. Rundo for these analyses.

** Number of independent determinations by different procedures;

some laboratories reported individual values based on two or

more methods.
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T/.3L2 CM-VIOii:

!..:.•: Or

* Diameter (cm) x thickness (cm) of Nal(Tl). In some cnac-s

where tho detector canning obscured the periphery of the

window, on estimate oi.' the effective di.iinater has bee:; made,

** S = counts in full x-ray peak per 1000 photons emitted An

lungs; tho values for Subject KFB have been adjusted to

compensate for changes in his body weight (see text).

F (figure of merit) = K' ~ detector area expressed in r.'.

" oï

the central position described in Table 5i without chsrga in

orientation.
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Footnotes:

* Diameter (cm) x thickness (cm) of N?.I(ïl). In sorae cases

where tho detector conning obscured the periphery of the

window, an estimate of the effective diameter has been rcade.

** K = counts in full x-ray peak per 1000 photons emitted in

lungs; the values for Subject KF3 hnve been adjusted to

for n text).

F (figure of aerit) = a~ - detector area expressed in mc
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Footnotrr;:

/ Efficiences quoted arc for r.ioasurui,.::;!.̂  with subject in "arnis-

bosido-torso" posture.

* The response wes in all crises higher v/ith the subject's arras

raised and folded behind the head, by an average factor of 1.6.

** 3 ~ counts in full x-ray pc,--.i: per 1000 photons emitted in

_̂  Jh1?=^:;J
:-tVL-yi1'1"*"- for. ̂ V ' ~.' v-]:j±jj'.l^-.j;:.^i_ri""J ̂ "'LJ^ _̂

compensate for changes in his body v;cight (see text).

*** Lab II estirr.-iteo that a pair of such detectors, one viewing

each lune, would give 1.7 times the response shown for a single

counter.

x Detector arranged at approximately constant height above bed;

hence the geometry for Subject UN (overall chest thickness

21 cm) was less efficient thin for JH (2'J era) and KF3 (2u cm).

xx. Typical contribuions from K and Cs at 1972 levels.

xxx Sealed counter with Xe/GH^ filling, window 18 cm diatretor,

wanui'actured by Compagnie Générale de Hndiolo-;io, îr.-.:icj.
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j ' _'• •-. .'...•>>; -^* ' J i l

iv:,.CJIOi; P Uj J:.-J VALU-, i-., (ï'.'i IV.':' ..;::, Ù"J."

Til.-; 10'5i''d/"\.;- I-.TI O :.:: !.;••; ;.::;ui,. .; ' :;.:•;?-.?:.;

^ _ ' . • . ' : - '

* The method of calibr.ifîor. odop'c-ci '..•.:r> 6ii-,il..r to the l-'for: tory 's

procedure e.noloycci iii Lhf; fissecGr.s.-r.t oi' p') atoiiirr. in 1'J.•;::•, or

envir,a!;cd for- this p'.'.rpor-e.

*• Equipment and methods of d-tection were as .v.-ît out in Tables ̂ - 6 .

Vfliere a phantom was employed for c-ili'nrstion, the distribution of

•̂ Pd or '•5"Ku in its lungs was uniforri, or essentially uniform,

except wher« otherwise; stated. \'.:\-.ri -.Iderr.on phantoms v;c-re

used, the lunr;s were prepared fron Aldtrson lung substitute.

All phantoms incorporated the thoracic compr>> ;nta of a human

skeleton.

x The origin of these uncertainties was unspftcified, but thf-y

lifcTuae poat

the phantom.

ui!.'" fcTX'o"ij3"(jir" VO per c:-:iC ni

xx The principsl contributions to those estimated errors were

stated to be uncertainties in chest wall thickness (responsible

for - 15;.), in distribution pattern of activity in subject's

lungs (- 15/Ô), and in validity of Re:n?.b phantom as a match for

humans (- 15'-').
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BAôIS OF CALIBRATION*•
FOR "'O3pd LU LUNGS •

Phantom, with Pd-loaded
lungs

Alderson Remcal phantom,
with point source of 1O5pd at
centre of right lung

Phantom (oinilar in size to
Subject DN), with 259pu-
loaded sawdust as lung
substitute

Alderson Rerncal phantom,
with «^Pu-loaded lungs

Alderson 3jraab phantom, with
105i?d-load«d lungs

Alderson Ttar.do phantom, with
105?(I-ll---i.;fld lungs

Alderjr'i i:-i.".do phaato.-i,

Specially designed pV.n-.itom,

ADJUST;

Hone

None

None

Based on
ments of
ness

.LNTS FOR ÔU3J£GT'S
PHÏSIQUS

— • — • -

ultrasonic measure-
chest wall thick-

Published correlations (Ke72)
of decoction efficiency for
1O?Pd with chest circumference

Baaed or.
60-keV Y-

Based on

pretiict'-'i
correlati

t:*a.i£>2isoion of
rays through thorax

r.ean thickness of soft

:>on published .
O:Î.J with anatomical

t 10 ̂,
KSTIt-iAIfcD •

Subject DN

1.02

0.83

0.69

0.67 + 0,12X

O.JO

0.55+.0.15 '

1.5?-

0.35

0.J9

0.

0

0

0.5» ̂

0

O.59:

1.

0

0

0

1

^ 0.1"

32

^ O.'r'

71

.53

.29

.62

.11

.-i ;;p.'.:i-e-:.:.i;-i.j.:il calc:il.-,-on, nllo,:-' nr, for ;;;o.:..-.- t r ical factors and '!.;t +_ 0.9
c-i-.e:iup.:.ioa in l-.ni^s, y/srlyi::,^ soft tisau-: ;-;:i'i bone. ''.Che lun^s
•.;.:v? rsprrf.-rtnted by ro'.'.r sphe:'.?:i, corrosrondliic to the regions
vi-j'.vsd "oy c .-.c'r1, of th'.-; four d<? to "tors (Table 5)

'• '- | ?-:cord ~?z. ci';"i..-.iency Tor a pu i n ' ;;-.:irce of ' v Pd in a i r ,
i j "•ijutîtt.'d c..; j•.-.;• J i n - to p . ib l i ihad da ta on attt- 'r.uacion of 20-koV
i j . --raya i n vivo (;<u'9)

1.3 + 1.0

O.cJ 0.95



..'.' L'JtNGS

1 ' Pd-loaded

h nn torn,
of lO^Pd at

1 in r>ize to

. lung

.:;ntoa,
lun^s

NTS FOS ÙU3J£CÏ'S

PHYSIQUE

KSTIhAMD 10-;ï^ CONTAT, l1

Subject DM
« 2 kg)

Hone

None

None

•ntom, with

Bassd on ultrasonic measure-
ments of chest wall thick-
ness

1.02

0.83

0.69

0.67 + 0.12

0.30

0.53 + 0,13

1.53

0,33

<;uL met

0-50

0.27

0.35

0.56 +_ 0=11

0.32

0.59 + 0.1'+

1.71

0.53

0.33

0.2k

0.12

0.5V + 0.10

0.21

0.60 ^ 0.15

1.35

0.1*5

Published correlations (iN"e72)
of decoshion efficiency for
103pd with chest circuKiference

0.29 0.27

Based en t'-srursission of
60-keY y-iV-73 through thorax

0.62 1.12

Based on n.i-'in thickness of soft
tisane o'.>.-.-j.yirs rib cage^
pr̂ '.ric!--"! :'ro.-n published
':orrt;latio:i.j with anatomical
varlr.bl ••=: (Sao7)

1.11 1.27

.:-->., nlJo.." a~ for- ;J;-.J.;:.-.• t r i c a l factors R:ii '].h +_
•-•--'rlyi:;.j; :ol't tia^U': ,-::vi bone. ''Che lun^
. r srhcr?.;, corrocr JP..: Lug to the regions

' :'o.- ;\ i.'jirsn ,;-:jï-ce of "j:>Và in a i r ,
. '..'• y.ibli:/;-.-.:: d:ita on atténuation of 20-koV

1.3 + 1.0 2 .7+ 1.6



FI'j'.:.-;.••; i a .) . . ; ; : : :

Had:ionc i;ivity ar:d cle;uv-.co of polyrs; y"c-~ y yr.r. i -̂  • .-. Jn S-.:b,;cc.t D:î.

Plotted points PVA ful l .lire (ec.-.le OJI .U>n): cl : . rve:l ^ l f> in

lungs, from sé r i e l tf.3asarc(r.'-ntf> at :i'T\:c'il., u\." b'.-ft-fittir." 5"Jr.;Tlf>

exponential function of tir..'.

Dashed l ine (seal a on l e f t ) : f i t t ed fur c ci on cor!-octod for rndio-

active decay of J Cr, i . e . biological cl-.T.ranc-:: of pr i r t ic lc ; .

Dotted l ine (scale on r i g h t ) : x-ray emi&'îinn from Fd in lungs,

calculated from par t i c le clc-rance and kiiov/a radiosictive corporation

of the inhaled aerosol .

tw
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iau;;:-; 2 a ;-J-.ÏO:;:

X-ruy detection efficioncc-.-s for Subjects m sr.C /•.-3 (recorded count:

per 1C':0 photons P.'.-.it. ted in lungs), dotermr.ed at Korv/oll loi- two

19-cn d ia . phosv/ich detectors (ïabl.e '-0- :'•' ;:':uvo:::^Tits v;er-' T.: de

with the subjects supine, and with arras raised and folded bohind

the ho;id. The l inear functio>)S of tirno providing; the baist. fits; to

these data are shownt the broken portion.1.. is;dicnting the periods

during which other* laborntoriee made U;-:u- j.iG^.sure'-.^iita.
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Ki.: 3 CL'TIO;,':

X-i'ay detection eff ici;ncie« for subject KI-"; r^-isurod ;it Ĥ rwe-iH -,

corv?.\ixtbù v;ith hin bo'îy vjcifhi. The !!ir..? :r V.\-z b?m;-f Ittir.f

function with the fojr< of ïqualio.i 1. Iiotii t'r.-.t the vertical

scale is logarithmic.
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